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KUPILKA – Eco Dishware from Finland – launches Kupilka Spork in two different sizes 
 
Whether enjoying a luxury dinner or camping in extreme conditions, KUPILKA products bring 
Nordic edge to your memorable outdoor moments. KUPILKA’s roots date back to 1775 when 
the first handmade cup was carved. Nowadays the skilful craft work combined with the best 
modern materials guarantee quality with no compromise. 
 
KUPILKA products are made from the company’s own biomaterial consisting of 50% wood-
based fibres from the certified forests in Finland and 50% of FDA approved thermoplastic. 
The product range includes cups, plates, bowls, cutlery sets, knives and now also KUPILKA 
sporks. All KUPILKA products are dishwasher safe. At the end of the life span the products 
can be recycled, incinerated for heat energy or returned to the manufacturer for re-use. 
KUPILKA packaging is made from recycled cardboard which can be recycled or burned. 
 
The new KUPILKA spork comes in two different lengths – 225 is designed specifically for 
food pouches due to its long handle, whereas 205 is the perfect option for longer outdoor 
trips when you need to cut down the grams, yet want the functionality and looks. Both 
items have a pleasant grip, durable tines and are smooth to the touch. The main designer of 
KUPILKA spork and other products is Heikki Koivurova who is known for his beautiful 
organic, yet functional forms. 
 
Last but not least, KUPILKA has recently launched a fun video with Ville Haapasalo: 
https://youtu.be/3cOpOoy_OhE 
 
Plasthill Oy (Ltd) 
 
Family-owned Plasthill was founded in 1996 in Kontiolahti, Eastern Finland. The company is 
a manufacturer of Kareline® natural fibre composite materials and products with solid 
experience in contract delivery and test runs of composite products. 
 
Plasthill is a pioneer in environmental values and was one of the world’s first companies to 
start using green electricity in 1998. Still today EKOenergy is used in all production. 
 
KUPILKA is exhibiting in the Scandinavian Village at the OutDoor 2016 show, A5-319. 
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